
This is the story for how the Clan Naga Sadow liquor thief attempts to get away with our most 
beloved asset, and fails...

The daring thief tries to escape through the corridor and faces two options - either to avoid two 
wamp rat traps or traverse some empty stubbies. Passing by the wamp rat traps in glee, the dark jedi
is distracted and ultimately becomes caught in the net throw as they attempt to greedily help 
themselves to what turns out to be an empty barrel which catapults a net on top of him. Otherwise, 
the thief attempts to force leap over the empty stubbies, and is caught in the wamp rat traps, but 
assuming the thief is not so drunk, they run past the wamp rat traps, headed for the open corridor, 
narrowly avoiding another wamp rat trap, until the thirst catches up to them and they cannot hold 
themselves back from consuming the keg next to the open hallway (due to their drunk state, 
unbeknown that it was placed there since they had arrived). Assuming the thief has made it this far, 
they have the option to jump through a deadly fire, but due to their inebriation, cannot quite muster 
up the motivation and so they attempt the perilous route through the wamp rat traps and beer 
bottles. Whether they make it through unscathed or not, the noise upsets the service droid who 
whistles loudly for attention. It is assumed that the loud noise wakes a dark jedi from their slumber 
who rushes to the scene to save his precious stash, but assuming the Sadowian was too drunk to 
wake, the thief pushes on, when in exhaustion he spots the second barrel, and goes for a drink. 
Those that should get stuck in the net attempt to remove it while the second service droid makes an 
escape, whistling loudly. Again a dark jedi is potentially alerted and comes racing down to save 
their stash. If the droid is successful, it is assumed that dark jedi comes running from his/her 
chamber and has something sinister planned for the dark jedi thief, but should all Sadowians still be 
too drunk to hear the loud chirps from the service droid, the thief disables the droid and makes the 
long route through the vast corridors, eventually tumbling over and passing out due to gross 
inebriation. 


